
Blue Heart Records Signs Bobby Gentilo
Debut album fuses musical in�uences into progressive roots-based sound

Blue Heart Records is pleased to announce the signing of producer, 
audio engineer, singer-songwriter and guitarist Bobby Gentilo.  
Co-owner of Right Coast Recording (Columbia, PA); �fteen year member 
of The Cornlickers (backing the late Big Jack Johnson) and more recently 
claiming title as the house band at Red’s Juke Joint in Clarksdale, MS;  
and founding member of The Mississippi Juke Ambassadors, Gentilo will 
release his eponymous debut album on March 18, 2022.   

A native of Washington D.C., Gentilo was infected by Go-Go – a blend of 
funk, soul, and blues music unique to the region.  Later, after his �rst of 
countless trips to Clarksdale, MS, the raw, deep groove of Delta and Hill 
Country blues inhabited his soul, where it lives and �ourishes to this day.  
It is Clarksdale where Gentilo performed with and learned from Delta 
icons like Willie “Big Eyes” Smith, Terry “Harmonica” Bean, T-Model Ford, 
“Cadillac” John Nolden, Robert Bilbo Walker, R.L. Boyce, and countless 
others.

Over the past ten years, Gentilo has also collaborated and performed with Colombian (S.A.) rock and blues artist Carlos Elliot, a 
kindred spirit similarly drawn to Clarksdale, MS and its music.  Since 2013, the two have released 5 albums with multiple songs 
reaching #1 in Colombia. Carlos Elliot and The Cornlickers represented Colombia at the 2014 International Blues Challenge in 
Memphis. They have toured in South America and Europe accompanied by 
R.L.Boyce. A recent track, created entirely remotely during the pandemic, 
“Neighbor Neighbor,” is a testament to the common ties that bind us, 
regardless of race, ethnicity or nationality.  The track is included on the Blind 
Raccoon & Nola Blue Collection, Volume 4, recently released on Blue Heart 
Records.

“For the past twenty years, in his tucked away world class studio in quiet, 
rural Pennsylvania, Bobby Gentilo has been making a loud noise,” Blue Heart 
Records partner Sallie Bengtson says. “In various supporting musical roles, 
his talents have been heard but often unrecognized. It is very exciting to 
spotlight the man and his music with the release of his eponymous debut 
album.”

Gentilo says, ““I’ve never been concerned with how others de�ne or classify 
my music, what matters and is inspiring to me is getting the music in my 
mind to come through my speakers. Mississippi taught me to be honest 
with every note from my guitar and voice. When audience and artist 
connect, the energy is unstoppable!" 

Blue Heart Records is a female-owned, independent, full-service record label devoted
to championing multi-generational blues and roots artists.

For more information, visit bobbygentilo.com
and follow on Facebook and Instagram

(@bobbygentilomusic / @rightcoastrecording)

Publicity & Promotion:  Blind Raccoon - info@blindraccoon.com
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